
Curated Interior Collection
Make home effortless with thoughtful design from blueprint to move-in

Embrace the ultimate Loraloma experience with the Denton House Design Studio turnkey service. Our award-
winning design team meticulously curates every detail of  your home, from the start with architectural design to finish-
ing selections, continue the design with our turnkey curated collection. We ensure a cohesive sense of  connection 
throughout your home and the community, seamlessly blending indoor and outdoor spaces that celebrate the
 beauty of  the Hill Country. 

What is a Turnkey Service?

Seamless move-in with Denton House’s comprehensive turnkey service. We manage the coordination of  furnishings, 
linens, artwork and more with expert curation to reflect the inspired design of  your home and the unique Hill Country 
of  Loraloma.
 
- A complete curated selection of  furnishings 
- Warehousing and delivery management 
- White-glove installation
- Direct coordination with builders for timely installations 
- Established price certainty 

What does is include? 

 Signature Furnishing collection

- Furniture
- Art & Accessories 
- Window Shades 
- Decorative Lighting 
- Mattresses & Bedding

 
 
 Turnkey collection

- Signature furnishing collection &
- Linens 
- Hamper & Luggage Racks 
- Bath & Pool Towels 
- Bath Accessories & Robes
- Dinnerware, Glassware & Flatware 
- Kitchen Essentials 
- Bar Essentials 
- Cookware Set 
- Outdoor Dinnerware



Pricing: 

- Limestone Cottage Furniture Package: Priced at $275k (Valued at $290k)   
- Bonnell Cottage Furniture Package: Priced from $275k to $345k with customized offerings
- Customized furniture curation available with 1:1 design consultation.

▪ Pricing available upon request
▪ Contact us to discover a personalized design experience that elevates your home

The Loraloma Experience:

Immerse yourself  in the Loraloma lifestyle through four defining dimensions: 
 

- One with Nature: Revel in unique harmony with the Hill Country's wild beauty, reflecting a lightness of  
touch and purity of  purpose. At Loraloma, nature is woven into every aspect of  our design, creating a 
serene and sustainable living environment. 

- Curated by Experts: Enriching life with locally relevant and globally recognized partners, we enhance 
everyday living with carefully selected amenities and services that elevate your experience, brought to you 
by the award-winning Denton House Design Studio. 

- A Life of  Excellence: Elevate beyond a home to embrace a lifestyle that celebrates the land and fosters com-
munity engagement. Membership at Loraloma is more than ownership—it's a commitment to living in 
excellence and harmony with nature.  

- Delivered by Designers: Enhancing our connection to the inspiring landscapes that surround us through an 
understated sense of  luxury we call Ecological Modernism. We believe that excellent design makes for 
exceptional living. 

About Denton House Design Studio

For over 25 years, Denton House has reimagined human experiences through transformative design. Our fully integrat-
ed team blends placemaking, landscape architecture, interiors, and operations to create meaningful places that unite 
communities. We embrace a philosophy that respects nature, sustainability, and culture, delivering projects that bring 
well-being and happiness to those who call them home. Denton House Design is honored to be part of  Top 100 Design 
Giants 2024

All images and designs depicted herein are the artist’s conceptual renderings, based upon preliminary development plans and subject to change without notice. All such materials are not to scale and are shown solely for
illustrative purposes. Renderings depict proposed views, which are not identical to each unit. No guarantees or representations whatsoever are made that existing or future views of the project and surrounding areas depicted
by the artist’s conceptual renderings or otherwise described herein will be provided or, if provided, will be as shown or described herein. Any view from a unit, amenity building, or other portion of the property may, in the future,
be limited or eliminated by future development or forces of nature, and the developer in no manner guarantees the continuing existence of any view. Any offers contained herein are not directed to residents in any state where
registration is required but in which registration requirements have not yet been met. Obtain the property report required by Federal law and read it before signing anything. No Federal agency has judged the merits or value, if
any, of this property.


